Knowledge Graph Question Answering aims to automatically answer natural language questions via well-structured relation information between entities stored in knowledge graphs. When faced with a multi-relation question, existing embedding-based approaches take the whole topic-entity-centric subgraph into account, resulting in high time complexity. Meanwhile, due to the high cost for data annotations, it is impractical to exactly show how to answer a complex question step by step, and only the final answer is labeled, as weak supervision. To address these challenges, this paper proposes a neural method based on reinforcement learning, namely Stepwise Reasoning Network, which formulates multirelation question answering as a sequential decision problem. The proposed model performs effective path search over the knowledge graph to obtain the answer, and leverages beam search to reduce the number of candidates significantly. Meanwhile, based on the attention mechanism and neural networks, the policy network can enhance the unique impact of different parts of a given question over triple selection. Moreover, to alleviate the delayed and sparse reward problem caused by weak supervision, we propose a potential-based reward shaping strategy, which can accelerate the convergence of the training algorithm and help the model perform better. Extensive experiments conducted over three benchmark datasets well demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, which outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches.
INTRODUCTION
With advances in information extraction, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are used to organize atomic facts in triple format, i.e., (subject, relation, object) . Owing to vast amounts of high-quality knowledge, these KGs have become important resources supporting Question Answering (QA), which can benefit a variety of applications, such as automatic customer service, smart home devices, etc.
Generally, given a natural language question, a KG-QA system first links the entity of interest, called topic entity, in the question to the KG. Then, it identifies the most relevant KG relation(s) that the question refers to. Upon these two steps, the answer can be fetched from the KG. Considering the number of KG triples required to obtain answers, natural language questions may be divided into two types: (1) single-relation question, which needs only one triple. For example, the question "Who is the director of Titanic?" only relies on (Titanic, directed_by, James Cameron); (2) multi-relation question, which needs two or more triples. For instance, the question "When was the director of Titanic born?" relies on (Titanic, directed_by, James Cameron) and (James Cameron, birthdate, 1954-08-16).
Up to now, there are two mainstream branches for KG-QA. The first one aims at learning a Semantic Parser (SP), which converts an unstructured question into its structured representation (e.g., logic forms and query graphs). Traditional SP-based methods [2, 8, 33, 35] leverage logic forms like SPARQL [24] , λ-DCS [17] and λ-calculus. These logic forms demand users to be familiar with both the syntax and the back-end data structures. Meanwhile, mismatches between syntax predicted structures and KG structures also limit the performance. To bridge this gap, recent works [1, 14, 20, 34] employ query graphs to represent semantic structures of questions. These SP-based methods obtain competitive performance at the cost of hand-crafted features, data annotations and pattern/grammar engineering, making them scarcely possible to be generalized to other domains. Meanwhile, they rely on sophisticated Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipelines and suffer from error cascading.
Instead of constructing structured representation, the second branch (e.g., [4, 7] ) retrieves candidate answers from the topicentity-centric subgraph, and encodes the question and each candidate as semantic vectors in a common embedding space. The rank of these candidates is based on semantic similarities between their embeddings. With the progress of deep learning, neural networks receive tremendous attention and are employed to generate better distributed representations of questions and KG constituents [5, 12, 36] . These methods can be trained in an end-to-end manner and have the potential to be generalized to other domains, but usually perform not very well when faced with multi-relation questions. As is known, neural networks achieve great success with sensory perception, but they are weak in tasks that require higher-order and more deliberate thinking. Recent works (e.g., [21, 38, 39] ) focus on enhancing the capability of reasoning over multi-relation questions. However, there are several challenges to be addressed. Challenge 1. High time complexity. Existing embedding-based methods have to take account of the whole topic-entity-centric subgraph for each question, making the number of candidate answers increases exponentially. Specifically, we assume that each entity connects to K entities on average in a KG. When the question requires N triples, the number of candidates in the subgraph will be O(K N ). It is unnecessary and time-consuming to take the whole subgraph into consideration.
Challenge 2. Complex semantic information. Multi-relation questions have more complex semantic information in contrast with single-relation ones. Each part of a question has a unique impact over triple selection. Thus, it is important to pay attention to different parts of the questions at different steps. For example, considering the question "Where was the father of Sylvia Brett's other half born?", its topic entity is Sylvia Brett, and "other half" is the first part that should be focused on, instead of "born" or "father". However, many existing methods lack more deliberate analysis of multi-relation questions, resulting in poor performance.
Challenge 3. Training with weak supervision. Considering the cost of data annotations, it is impractical to exactly show how to answer a multi-relation question step by step. and only the final answer is labeled, as weak supervision. Some works (e.g., [31, 32] ) incorporate external knowledge (e.g. Wikipedia free text) to enrich the distributed representations of questions and KG constituents. However, this practice may not work when no external knowledge is available for a specific domain.
Contributions. Considering the challenges above, we propose a neural model based on Reinforcement Learning (RL), namely Stepwise Reasoning Network (SRN). In this model, multi-relation question answering is formulated as a sequential decision problem. Given a natural language question, SRN learns a policy which starts from the topic entity, and performs effective path search over the KG to obtain the answer. Specifically, conditioned on the question and previous decisions, SRN leverages beam search to take a list of triples at each step. With this implementation, there is no need for SRN to take the whole topic-entity-centric subgraph into consideration. When the beam size is bs ≪ K, the number of candidates will be reduced from O(K N ) to O(bs × K × N ), making SRN respond to questions more rapidly.
To capture the unique information of different parts of a question, SRN employs the attention mechanism to decide which part should be focused on at present. Meanwhile, to emphasize the precedence order of triple selection, at each time step, a corresponding singlelayer perceptron is leveraged to make the question representation step-aware, and a GRU network is applied to encode the decision history. With the deliberate analysis above, the next triple is selected according to its semantic score generated by a perceptron.
With the REINFORCE algorithm [29] , SRN can be trained in an end-to-end manner. However, when faced with multi-relation questions, SRN has to determine the long-term consequences of its decisions using delayed rewards at the end of an episode, due to being trained with weak supervision. Meanwhile, with largescale KGs, long and uninformed exploration trajectories usually lead to incorrect answers. Delayed and sparse rewards can significantly slow down the convergence rate during training. To alleviate this problem caused by weak supervision, we further propose a potential-based reward shaping strategy to supply additional rewards to the agent to guide its learning process. As proved in [22] , the proposed strategy will not distract the agent from the true goal. Moreover, instead of Wikipedia free text and other structured information, the strategy only relies on the question and the KG, making it transferable to a specific domain.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper to overcome the aforesaid three challenges:
• Different from existing embedding-based methods, we formulate multi-relation question answering as a sequential decision problem in RL, and reduce the number of candidates for a given question significantly with beam search; • Based on the attention mechanism and neural networks, we utilize the semantic information of different parts of a question deeply, and emphasize the precedence order of triple selection; • With a potential-based reward shaping strategy, we alleviate the training problems caused by weak supervision without resorting to external knowledge; • We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model through extensive experiments and careful ablation studies on three benchmark datasets.
STEPWISE REASONING NETWORK 2.1 Task Definition
KGs are directed graphs where nodes and edges represent the entities and their relations. Formally, in this paper, a KG is represented as G = (E, R), where E denotes the set of entities and R denotes the set of relations. Each triple in the KG (e s , r , e o ) ∈ G represents an atomic fact in real life, such as (Titanic, directed_by, James Cameron).
Given a natural language question q, a KG-QA model returns a factual answer with triples stored in the KG. One simple example is a question like "Who is the director of Titanic?". A common procedure to answer such a question is to identify the topic entity with some entity linking tools (e.g. Freebase API [3] ), and map the topic entity and the main relation sequence in the question to a triple in the KG. Then the subject/object in the triple is returned as an answer. Although the above question can be answered by a single triple in the KG, many more complex questions cannot, such as the questions "Where was the father of Sylvia Brett's other half born?". These questions require more than one KG triple.
Reinforcement Learning Formulation
The underlying formulation frequently used in reinforcement learning is a Markov decision process (MDP) [27] . In this paper, a MDP is meant to be a straightforward framing of the problem of learning from interaction to answer natural language questions over KGs. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the agent is the learner and decision maker, and at each of a sequence of discrete time steps, it interacts with the environment, which comprises everything outside the agent. More specifically, a MDP is defined as a tuple (S, A, p, R), where S is the state space, A is the action space, p : S × A × S → [0, 1] denotes the state-transition probabilities, and R : S × A × S → R denotes the reward function. At each time step t, the agent observes the environment's state, S t ∈ S, and selects an action A t ∈ A(S t ) . As a consequence of its action, the environment changes to a new state S t +1 with probability p(S t +1 |S t , A t ), and the agent receives a numerical reward based on the reward function
The main components of the MDP is presented as follows.
Environment
Agent action reward state States. At time step t, state S t = (q, e s , e t , h t ) ∈ S is a tuple where e s is the topic entity of the given question q, e t is the visited entity at time step t during path search from e s , and h t is the set of previous decisions made by the agent. Note that e 1 = e s , and h 1 = ∅. Here q and e s can be viewed as global information known by the agent, and e t is local information dependent on h t .
Actions. The set of candidate actions at time step t is based on the state S t . Concretely, A(S t ) is comprised of all the outgoing edges of e t in G, i.e., A(S t ) = {(r , e)|(e t , r , e) ∈ G}. Additionally, the number of KG triples required for a given question is unknown to the agent in practical application, thus a self-loop edge is added to A(S t ) to give the agent the option of terminating an episode of path search, and the agent will stay at the current entity e t . In this paper, path search is unrolled for a fixed number of steps T , and the self-loop action plays a role similar with "stop" action, leaving the agent in a special state called terminal state.
Transition. Due to the setting of action, the probability values of state transition are deterministic, and the transition is totally based on the knowledge graph G. Once the agent selects action A t = (r * , e * ), the state will be changed to
Rewards. Rewards are special signals passed from the environment to the agent, and they are formulations of the agent's purpose. In general episodic RL tasks, the agent receives a reward at each time step, and its goal is to maximize the total amount of received rewards. However, due to weak supervision in KG-QA, only the final answer is labeled for each question, and the agent can only receive a positive terminal reward (usually 1) when it arrives at a correct answer node in the end. Then each decision at previous time steps can be considered correct and receive a positive reward as well. As mentioned above, this default formulation results in delayed and sparse rewards, hindering the convergence of training. To alleviate the problem, we shape the rewards through a potential function, which will be introduced in Sec. 2.4 detailedly.
Policy Network
To solve the finite Markov decision process described above, we parameterize the search policy with deep neural networks. Specifically, the parameterized policy π takes state information as input, and outputs a probability distribution over candidate actions at each time step, i.e., π :
In the policy network, a bidirectional GRU network [10] is adopted to convert the natural language question q into vectors. Subsequently, these vectors get transformed through a corresponding single-layer perceptron at each time step, making the representation step-aware. Meanwhile, the decision history is encoded through the other GRU network. These operations guarantee that different parts of the question are focused on at different time steps. With attention mechanism, each candidate action interacts with the transformed question, and a relation-aware question representation is generated. Finally, the probability distribution over actions is based on the semantic scores, which incorporate relation embeddings, relation-aware question representations, and encoded decision history.
Formally, for question q = (w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n ), where n denotes the string length, each word w i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is initialized with a dense word embedding. Note that we reformat q through replacing the topic entity's mention in the question with a token "<e>", and the mention is labeled via a topic entity linker in advance following [36] . This strategy helps the model better distinguish the topic entity and other words in the question. Afterwards, we feed the sequence of word embeddings into a bidirectional GRU network, and obtain a series of d-dimensional output states w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n .
-dimensional output state for word w i generated by the forward GRU, and ← − − cw i is from the backward GRU with the same dimension. Then, the question can be represented as q = [w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n ]. To make the agent aware of the current step, at time step t, q is transformed through a learned single-layer perceptron into a step-aware representation q t ∈ R d×n as the following:
For the same purpose of making the agent know which part of the question should be focused on at current step, we encode the decision history h t = (A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A t −1 ) through feeding embeddings of relations in previous decisions into a GRU network as follows:
Note that H 0 and r 0 are both set to zero vectors.
Given the state S t = (q, e s , e t , h t ), we obtain action space A(S t ) = {(r , e)|(e t , r , e) ∈ G}. For all a t = (r * , e * ) ∈ A(S t ), we calculate a relation-aware question representation. As mentioned above, the question representation at current step is q t . Relation r * is firstly cast onto the embedding space of q t to measure the similarity between r * and w t ,i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n). Then we pass the results through a SoftMax layer, yielding an attention distribution over w t ,1 , w t ,2 , · · · , w t ,n . Afterwards, a weighted sum of these vectors q * t ∈ R d is produced as the result of the interaction between relation r * and question q according to the attention weights as follows:
where r * ∈ R d is the embedding of relation r * , W ∈ R d , b ∈ R are learned parameters, and ⊙ represents Hadamard multiplication.
Here β * m denotes the similarity between r * and question word w m at time step t, and α * i is the attention weight for w t ,i . Then we can calculate the semantic score for a t through a perceptron with the following formula:
where [H t ; q * t ] is the concatenation of encoded decision history and relation-aware question representation, W L 1 ∈ R d×2d and W L 2 ∈ R d are learned parameter matrices, and ReLU (·) is a nonlinear activation function. Based on the semantic scores, the probability value of a t getting selected is calculated via a SoftMax layer as follows:
Then we sample action A t from A(S t ) according to the generated probability distribution. Note that some relations in the KG may be 1-to-many 1 . Therefore, candidate actions that share the same relation will be sampled with equal probability. Algorithm 1 illustrates how the agent gets a decision trajectory for a given question via the policy network. The predicted answer is the node e T +1 ∈ A T . Figure 2 gives an example of how the policy network works when faced with the question "Where was the father of Sylvia Brett's other half born?". Here "Sylvia Brett", labeled red in the KG, is the entity of interest in the given question, and T = 3. 1 For example, relation "starred_actors" is 1-to-many, since films and television works usually have more than one starred actor.
Potential-Based Reward Shaping
Due to weak supervision, the agent only receives a terminal reward based on solely the predicted answer at the end of an episode. Longterm consequences of decisions over a large-scale KG usually lead to delayed and sparse rewards, which can significantly slow down the learning process. A convenient approach is to supply additional rewards to the original MDP to help the agent faster detect longterm consequences of actions. As elaborated in [27] , rewards we set up indicate the goal we want accomplished. The agent learns to maximize its reward and then achieve our goals. Particularly, rewards indicate what we want to achieve, not how we want it achieved. If achieving subgoals are rewarded, the agent might be trapped in subgoals and lose sight of the real goal.
To avoid suboptimal policies when altering the original rewards, the framework of potential-based reward shaping is proposed in [22] . As defined in that paper, a shaping reward function F :
Here s 0 denotes an absorbing state just like the terminal state, and γ is the discount factor. With a potential-based shaping function F , then every optimal policy in M ′ = (S, A, p, R+F ) will also be an optimal policy in M = (S, A, p, R) (and vice versa), which has been proved in [22] .
Based on this theorem, we propose a reward shaping function F ϕ * based on the potential function ϕ * : S → R. In general, ϕ * is employed to measure how much semantic information of the given question is covered by previous decisions made by the agent. We assume that a correct decision contains a KG relation which covers part of the semantic information of the question. Formally, the proposed function ϕ * calculates the potential for S t as follows:
where Q t sums up each word vector at each previous step to represent the semantic information of the question, and H t denotes the Decision trajectory τ = S 1 , A 1 , S 2 , A 2 , · · · , S T , A T 1: Link the topic entity e s to G with a entity linker, and replace the entity mention with token "<e>" in
for a t = (r * , e * ) ∈ A(S t ) do 
18: end for 19 :
Pr (a t ) ← exp(S (a t ;q)) a∈A(S t ) exp(S (a;q)) 21: end for 22: Sample action A t = (r t , e t +1 ) 23 :
S t +1 ← (q, e s , e t +1 , h t +1 ) 25: end for 26: return τ = S 1 , A 1 , S 2 , A 2 , · · · , S T , A T encoded decision history in Sec. 2.3. Note that the relation embeddings for H t are fetched from a pre-trained KG embedding matrix. Following TransE [6] , given a KG triple (e s , r , e o ), we restrict the vectors of the three elements to the constraint: e s +r = e o . Without any external knowledge like Wikipedia free text, the potential function ϕ * only takes the KG structure information as prior knowledge, making it transferable to other domains. In the original reward function R, Only if the predicted answer e T +1 is the correct one, can the agent receives reward R = 1 for each decision in current episode, and no other decisions will be rewarded. With the potential-based reward shaping function
we employ an altered reward function:
Training
To learn the parameters θ in the policy network π described above, we maximize expected rewards over all the question-answer pairs:
where η is a discount factor, D is the training dataset, and (q, a) is a pair of question and answer from D. The optimization is done with a classical policy gradient method, i.e., the REINFORCE algorithm [29] , which uses the current policy to roll out multiple trajectories for each question-answer pair to estimate a stochastic gradient, and updates the policy through stochastic gradient ascent. In this sense, REINFORCE is a Monte Carlo algorithm with all updates made in retrospect after the episode is completed.
Difference with query answering
Query answering is a subtask of knowledge graph completion (KGC), which aims to predict implicit triples in incomplete KGs. It learns to find a target node for a given source node and a KG relation. Translation-based methods (e.g. [6, 15, 19, 28] ) view valid triples as translation operations of entities via relations and define a score function accordingly. Then new triples of high scores are used to answer the query and complete the corresponding KG. Recent works [9, 11, 18, 25, 30] treat query answering as multi-hop reasoning, and formulate the task as a sequential decision problem. SRN is inspired by these RL-based works. However, it has a number of fundamental modifications. First, the task definitions are different. SRN is proposed to answer natural language questions via triples stored in KG. We assume that each KG relation mentioned in the question is in the topicentity-centric subgraph. In contrast, query answering works handle a source entity and a KG relation. Their goal is to find the target node, and form a new triple to alleviate the incompleteness of KG.
Second, the designed models are different. Natural language questions have more complex semantic information. While query answering' input is only a pair of a source entity and a KG relation. We notice that MINERVA [11] is also evaluated on a single-relation question answering task, and simply averages the word embeddings as question representations. However, it may not perform well on multi-relation questions due to the complex semantics. Based on attention mechanism and neural networks, the policy network of SRN can give a more deliberate analysis of multi-relation questions. We also notice that reward shaping is leveraged in [18] , but the additional rewards in that work are calculated by other KGC models, rather than a potential function. Thus, it may not converge to the optimal policy. In contrast, the reward shaping strategy of SRN is based on a potential function, and as proved in [22] , the agent would not be trapped in subgoals.
EXPERIMENTS 3.1 Datasets
To evaluate the proposed Stepwise Reasoning Network (SRN) over multi-relation questions, we conduct experiments on three benchmark datasets from football, movie and the general domain. Meanwhile, as shown in Table 1 , the KGs that these datasets rely on differ in scale, exhibiting different properties. Their differences in scale and domain help us better validate the effectiveness of SRN.
PathQuestion is constructed by [39] , and contains two datasets, namely PathQuestion (PQ) and the PathQuestion-Large (PQL). Both of the two are from the general domain, and based on the subsets of Freebase [3] , while PQL utilizes a larger KG and provides less training instances than PQ. Specifically, "2H" denotes two-hop relation questions and "3H" denotes three-hop relation questions.
WC2014 is introduced by [37, 39] . All the questions are from the football domain, and based on the KG about football players that participated in FIFA World Cup 2014. Here, single-relation questions are denoted by WC-1H, and WC-C denotes conjunctive questions 2 . WC-M denotes the mixture of WC-1H and WC-2H.
METAQA is constructed by [38] . It focuses on the movie domain, and provides an original version and two variations. The original version, named Vanilla, is designed manually. The text variation is generated with a neural translation model, and questions are first translated from English to French, and then back to English. The audio variation is generated by a text-to-speech system. Since the two machine-generated variations may have unknown problems, we only evaluate SRN on the datasets Vanilla and Vanilla-EU (EU stands for topic entity unlabeled) 3 .
Baselines
We have several baseline methods, including two state-of-the-art models over the three benchmark datasets:
• IRN [39] considers the whole path from the topic entity to each candidate answer node in the subgraph, and focuses on enhancing the effect of intermediate relations and entities in each path. Since IRN needs labeling the complete paths from topic entities to gold answers, we adopt its variation, i.e., IRN-weak, as our baseline, which employs only supervision from the final answer instead of the whole path. • VRN [38] treats the topic entity as a latent variable, and handles topic entity recognition and multi-hop reasoning simultaneously with variational inference. Since the latent variable (i.e. topic entity) in the variational objective takes discrete values, the evidence lower bound of the joint training is optimized with REINFORCE algorithm. • MemNN [26] proposes an end-to-end memory network for QA, and stores all KG triples or document sentences in the memory units. Three embedding matrices are employed to convert the memory information and questions into vectors for similarity calculation. By stacking the memory layers, MemNN can be extended to handle multi-relation questions. • KV-MemNN [21] divides the memory into two parts. For each KG triple, the subject and the relation are stored in the key slot, and the object is stored in the value slot. Instead of considering the whole memory like MemNN, it only looks 2 A conjunctive question has constraints for the answer, e.g., the answer to the question "Who plays forward for Chicago Bulls?" should satisfy the position constraint "forward". 3 Note that topic entities are labeled only in Vanilla, rather than PQ, PQL, or WC2014. up memories where the keys share words in the questions during key hashing. • MINERVA [11] employs RL to handle KGC tasks, and when faced with single-relation question answering, it averages the word embeddings as the question representation.
Implementation Details
We initialize the word embeddings with pre-trained ones introduced by [23] . KG embeddings (i.e. entity embeddings and relation embeddings) are assigned with pre-trained ones, which are learned under the constraint following TransE. The embedding size of both words and KG is d = 300. For the bidirectional GRU as question encoder in the policy network, we set the number of layers to 2 and its hidden dimension to 150. The unidirectional GRU as history encoder has 3 layers of hidden dimension 300. Meanwhile, we apply dropout to the GRUs with the dropout rate = 0.3. Xavier initialization [13] is leveraged for layers in the neural networks. For potential-based reward shaping, the discount factor γ = 0.95, and for REINFORCE algorithm, we tune the discount factor η within (0.9, 1.0). During training, we set the beam size to 1 (i.e., greedy search), while during testing, the beam size is set to 32. We adopt the ADAM optimizer [16] for parameter optimization with an initial learning rate lr = 0.001. All hyper-parameters of the proposed model are determined according to the performance on the validation set.
Results and Discussion
With beam search, SRN outputs a list of candidate answers ranked in decreasing order of probability value. Following [38, 39] , the performance is measured by Hits@1 which is the percentage of examples where the predicted answer ranked first is correct. Following [39] , we partition the datasets (PQ, PQL, and WC2014) into train/valid/test subsets with a proportion of 8 : 1 : 1. To eliminate the contingency of evaluation results, we set five different random seeds to obtain different partitioned datasets. Each reported result is an average of the results on the five different datasets. While there exists a standard partition for METAQA, we still repeat five runs and report the average performance to ensure the reproducibility of our results. Note that in the original settings of [38, 39] , models are aware of the number of KG triples required for questions on PQ, PQL and METAQA, which is impossible in practical application. Thus following the example of WC-M, we mix up those questions in each dataset (denoted by PQ-M, PQL-M, Vanilla-Mix, and Vanilla-EU-Mix). Since VRN has not release its code, we report its results on METAQA as declared in [38] .
The experimental results are listed in Tables 2 and 3 . The proposed SRN outperforms all the baselines when faced with multirelation questions from different domains. A possible reason for the gap is that all the baselines take account of the whole topic-entitycentric subgraph, and the disturbance caused by other knowledge items within T hops of the topic entity misleads the training and testing processes of the baselines, especially in a large scale KG. In contrast, SRN employs beam search to reduce the search space, and RL ensures the model can be trained in an end-to-end manner.
We notice that MINERVA cannot perform very well when faced with more complex questions (i.e., PQ, PQL and Vanilla-3-hop), since in this situation, an agent has to make full use of the complex semantics of natural languages to correctly select from a large action space. VRN also employs RL, but the action space for the agent only contains candidate topic entities and final answers. Although VRN encodes the path information for each candidate answer, it still takes the whole topic-entity-centric subgraph into consideration, resulting in delayed and sparse rewards, and difficulty in convergence. In contrast, SRN makes clear which part of a question should be focused on at different steps, and emphasize the precedence order of triple selection. Meanwhile, potential-based reward shaping function guides the training process of SRN, and alleviates the delayed and sparse reward problem caused by weak supervision. The results on these datasets different in scale and domain demonstrate the effectiveness of SRN. When topic entities are not labeled in Vanilla-EU, all the methods perform worse, since topic entity linking is the foundation of obtaining correct answers. In this paper, we adopt a topic entity linker following [36] , while VRN employs a topic entity recognizer based on a fully connected neural network, and handles topic entity and multi-hop reasoning simultaneously with variational joint training. However, as shown in Table 3 , the joint detection for topic entities and relations does not perform very well especially on 3-hop relation questions. As mentioned above, VRN suffers from delayed and sparse rewards. Thus, when trained on multi-relation questions, the designed topic entity recognizer receives few positive signals, and may not be trained sufficiently. Similarly, the improvement of KV-MemNN over MemNN also shows the significance of topic entity linking, since MemNN handles the whole KG for each question without topic entity linking.
We also notice that IRN-weak is not performing very well on PQL and Vanilla, perhaps due to its multi-task training schema, where the model first learns the KG embeddings with several epochs, and then updates all the parameters under supervision from the QA task with one epoch. IRN-weak runs the two tasks iteratively. But when faced with a large KG, this schema costs too much time on learning the whole KG embeddings, and the designed loss function may mislead the task of QA.
Ablation Study
To have a deep insight into the design of SRN, we perform model ablation studies where we change the policy network and remove potential-based reward shaping.
Policy Network. As mentioned in in Sec. 2.3, the proposed policy employs the attention mechanism to generate a relationaware question representation for each action, and leverages a perceptron to calculate semantic scores for candidate actions. Here we evaluate the effectiveness of the two modules.
First of all, we dismiss the attention mechanism, and sum up all output states in q t as the question representation. With the encoded question, decision history and relation as input, the perceptron outputs semantic scores for candidate actions. As is shown in Tables 2 and 3 unknown. A possible reason is that the attention mechanism can distinguish the most relevant information from other disturbance, and help the agent better understand the question. Secondly, we remove the perceptron, and the semantic score for a candidate action is the cosine similarity between the given question, i.e., S (a t ; q) = cos(r * , q * t ). Intuitively, if a t is the correct action, the interaction result q * t will be similar to the relation vector r * . As a consequence, S (a t ; q) will approach one. Tables 2 and 3 show that the ablated model achieves comparable results on PQ and WC2014, but performs not very well on PQL with a larger knowledge graph. We notice that on Vanilla, the ablated model can performs well if the number of triples required is known. However, there is a significant drop on the mixture of all questions. A possible explanation is that the perceptron equips the policy network with better perception, leveraging features more efficiently, and decision history emphasizes the precedence order of triple selection to help the agent make a correct decision at each time step.
Potential-based Reward Shaping. We evaluate SRN without potential-based reward shaping on six datasets, including PQ-3H, PQL-3H, Vanilla-3hop, PQ-M, PQL-M, and Vanilla-Mix. On these datasets, the number of steps T is set to three. As mentioned above, due to weak supervision, long-term consequences of decisions on these datasets usually lead to delayed and sparse rewards, which can significantly slow down learning process. Figure 3 generally show that the strategy can help the model converge faster.
Limitation Analysis
Following some existing embedding-based methods, SRN employs multi-hop reasoning to answer multi-relation questions. From a certain point of view, multi-hop reasoning is similar to semantic parsing, since both of them are focus on detecting correct paths from topic entities to answer nodes, and the paths generated by multihop reasoning can also form logic forms. However, when faced with more complex questions like "Which player is the highest in NBA?", multi-hop reasoning cannot handle them very well, because there exist constraints requiring to be attached to the paths between topic entities and candidate answers.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a deep RL model, namely Stepwise Reasoning Network (SRN), for multi-relation question answering over knowledge graphs. Different from existing embedding-based methods which have to consider the whole topic-entity-centric subgraph for each question, we formulate multi-relation question answering as a sequential decision problem in RL. With beam search, SRN can reduce the number of candidates significantly for a given question. Meanwhile, to better leverage the complex semantic information, SRN employs attention mechanism and neural networks to decide which part of a given question should be focused on at current step. Moreover, we propose a potential-based reward shaping strategy to alleviate the delayed and sparse reward problem caused by weak supervision, which results from the cost for data annotations and exists widely in KG-QA. We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed SRN on three benchmark datasets.
In future work, we plan to study the follow-up problems: (1) Monte Carlo samples from random initialized policy often leads to unstable learning dynamics. How can we alleviate this problem? (2) Embedding-based methods lack interpretability when answering questions like "Which player is the highest in NBA?". It is still tough to handle these complex questions with constraints.
